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Homebrewing history — reproducing automatic telegraph keys from patent drawings.
I have always been interested in CW especially when as a boy the best I could afford was
a Heathkit DX-20, a CW-only transmitter and a military six metal-tube Command Set 40
meter receiver. With this rig I was forced to use CW exclusively and I learned to love telegraphy and became fairly good at it. In those days all I had was a J-38 straight key and I
pined after a Vibroplex bug (bug is another name for semiautomatic keys). The best CW
men always had a gleaming bug whenever you saw them pictured in QST or CQ. In later
years, I found I could hardly pass up a bug for sale at a hamfest.
Presently, I have developed an interest in early bugs and machining. If you’re interested
in key collecting, there are quite a few Web pages devoted to such collections. Finding old
bugs seems like a lifetime pursuit of searching hamfests and buying or trading with other
collectors. Rather than collecting them, I decided to re-create the keys I wanted, myself.
This route to acquiring old key designs can be just as expensive as buying the actual keys
but has the advantage of timeliness and pride of craftsmanship. How good were the original bugs? I became interested in comparing the first all-mechanical bugs.
Telegraph keys are ideal subjects for manufacture by machining. Looking at pictures of
old bugs, I could visualize how I might go about making duplicates using my machines.
There are parts that the original manufacturer might have created by casting, but in most
cases as I gained experience I could see how I might go about using my machines to do the
same job. In the early 1900s casting some of the parts would have been faster and cheaper
as far as mass production is concerned but I was interested in single versions of selected
old bugs.
In fact, I decided that I was not even interested in exact copies that would fool a collector.
My goal was to create workable copies true to the original so that I could see how they
worked for myself. I have seen this very idea expressed on historical TV shows. In these
programs, builders might re-create ancient weapons of the Romans to see how they
worked. They used whatever evidence they had to re-create versions that they believed
worked as well as the originals but were not exact copies. More apropos are those who recreate machines designed by Leonardo da Vinci. Here again, they are not exact copies but
only designed to work as the inventor envisioned. In this case, they had detailed drawings
to guide them.
Bugs — A Patent History -- Yes, the early bugs were patented and the patents contained
detailed drawings. The patent law states clearly that in order for a patent to be valid,
someone of ordinary skill in the art to which the patent pertains must be able to reproduce
a working example from the description in the patent. This requirement is to prevent withholding key information so that when the patent expired no one would be able to repro
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Coronal Holes: 01 Oct 17

Solar wind flowing from the indicated
coronal hole could reach Earth as
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PUERTO RICO BOUND: HAM RADIO OPERATORS
RELAY HURRICANE MARIA SURVIVOR INFO
Amateur ham radio operators are used to setting up equipment nearly anywhere to get on the air.
(Courtesy Jerry Clement/ARRL)
WASHINGTON — The American Radio Relay League is sending amateur radio operators to Puerto Rico to help distribute information about the status of Hurricane Maria survivors. Volunteers headed out to the island Thursday from Atlanta. ARRL’s CEO Tom
Gallagher of the National Association for Amateur Radio said the ham radio volunteers are working under the American Red Cross.
On the ground in Puerto Rico, volunteers with ARRL will relay information about hurricane survivors in or near Red Cross shelters to
the U.S. mainland.
People who haven’t heard from loved ones on the island can search the Red Cross’ Safe and Well website to search for survivors
who have registered and reported themselves as “safe and well.”
“Safe And Well is just a gigantic virtual bulletin board,” Gallagher said.
Ham radio operators who live in Puerto Rico are helping with communication within the island. “They’re riding with the police and
riding with the power truck guys, helping them dispatch because their existing systems don’t operate,” Gallagher noted.
Because damage to the island’s communication infrastructure is so extensive, it’s anticipated that support will be needed for a long
time. Teams of 50 ARRL volunteers at a time will cycle in and out every three weeks. Gallagher said 350 members have volunteered.
“These volunteers who have pushed aside three weeks of their [lives] and moved into hardship assignment come from every walk of
life and every state in the union,” Gallaher said.
They include retired executives from Bedford, New York, and fire and police personnel from Mantoloking, New Jersey. “We are very
proud of them and the way that they have stepped up to offer their services to their community and to Americans they don’t even
know,” Gallaher said.
Like WTOP on Facebook and follow @WTOP on Twitter to
engage in conversation about this article and others. © 2017
By Kristi King | @KingWTOPSeptember 28, 2017 12:08 pm
WTOP. All Rights Reserved.

STEVE!

STEVE, THE MYSTERIOUS AURORAL ARC: A strong geomagnetic storm was brewing in the skies above Alberta, Canada, on Sept. 27th when
photographer Alan Dyer looked up and saw a ribbon of purple light arcing cross the sky. It was the mysterious aurora known as "Steve": "The
Steve arc appeared for only about 20 minutes, starting at 10:45 pm MDT, during a lull in the main display," says Dyer, who captured the arc in a
6-shot, 360o panorama. For many years, northern sky watchers have reported this luminous form occasionally dancing among regular auroras. It
was widely called a "proton arc" until researchers pointed out that protons probably had nothing to do with it. So members of the Alberta Aurora
Chasers group gave it a new name: "Steve."
"We seem to be ideally located in the Canadian Prairies for sighting Steve, as we often get the main aurora to our north, placing Steve overhead
or to our south," notes Dyer. No one fully understands the underlying physics of the purple ribbon. One of the European Space Agency's Swarm
satellites flew straight through Steve during a previous apparition. Data revealed a relatively hot river of gas, about 25 km wide, flowing rapidly
through Earth's outer atmosphere. "Steve seems to be a thermal emission from hot flowing gas rather than from precipitating electrons," says
Dyer, "but his origin and nature are still mysterious."

ATMOSPHERIC OPTICS
The first place to look for information about sundogs, pillars, rainbows and related phenomena: http://www.atoptics.co.uk/
Light playing on water drops, dust or ice crystals in the atmosphere produces a host of visual spectacles - rainbows, halos, glories, coronas and many more. Some can be seen almost every day or so, some are once in a lifetime sights. Find out where to see them and how they are formed. Then seek and enjoy them outdoors.
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PREZ SEZ
I'm excited, its the best time of year for two reasons, OctoberFeast and Nearfest! I hope to see everyone October 10th at the rotary in
Wallingford for this year's OctoberFeast! Be sure to RSVP with Lorri!
For Nearfest this year, weather permitting, I plan on loading my car up and bringing stuff to sell! if anyone wants to join myself and my
friend Pat KC1DPM we will be down there for the weekend.
We are also starting the prep for our class that will be starting in January, possible meeting locations are The MINT or the Civil Air Patrol building at the airport. A day of the week and time have not been set yet, but we will be looking for some help in teaching! That's all
for now, see you at the feast! Forest N1BBQ

OCTOBERFEAST
OCTOBER 10TH AT 6PM.
HELD AT THE
VERMONT DPS DEMHS RACES INFORMATION - All RACES (Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service)
<RACES0ALL@LISTSERV.DPS.STATE.VT.US>; on behalf of; Gosselin, Jason KC1DUX <Jason.Gosselin@VERMONT.GOV>….
Good Morning RACES members. I want to bring to your attention some information that is happening in support of Puerto Rico. Please see below. I would like to make clear, THIS IS NOT AN OFFICAL ASK FOR SUPPORT, DHS is simply inquiring about any
interest in supporting Puerto Rico and their communications needs. I also would like to indicate – THIS IS NOT A VERMONT
RACES MISSION. To gain a clear understanding of what is being asked please read the email below. Any questions should be directed to Ross
Merlin – see Ross’ email address below. I cannot stress enough this will be tough work in rough conditions. I would be interested in knowing if
there is any support for this possible request.Gosselin, Jason KC1DUX <Jason.Gosselin@VERMONT.GOV> Jason KC1DUX

From: Merlin, Ross [mailto:ross.merlin@HQ.DHS.GOV]
Sent: Sunday, October 1, 2017 5:10 PM
To: NCCShares <nccshares@DHS.GOV>
Subject: Possible mission to PR - To all SHARES participants (BCC):
There are ongoing discussions about sending radio operators to Puerto Rico. The mission might be for HF NVIS from hospitals to
each other and the EOC and San Juan, or it might be to send “safe and well” messages to relatives on the mainland, or something else. To be clear: we have not been assigned a mission, we have not been asked to do anything. To be prepared, I am
asking for those of you who are interested in volunteering for such a mission to identify yourselves BY EMAIL ONLY.
Here are a few things you should know (subject to change): *I: 1. We expect that expenses for travel, lodging, and per diem
meals and incidental expenses would be paid by the U.S. Government. 2. There is no liability insurance to protect you if you cause an automobile accident, damage the facility where you setup your radio and antenna etc. Not sure about Workman’s Compensation insurance if you are injured. 3.If your radio equipment, tools, etc. are lost/stolen/damaged there is no way for us to
repair or replace. Your property is completely your risk. Sorry. 3.You must be in good health. You may not have air conditioning
where you are working and probably will not have access to refrigeration for medications such as insulin. You can expect to
work 12 to 16 hours per day in a hot and humid environment. You may have to carry your equipment up several flights of stairs.
You may be sleeping on cots with dozens of new friends - in a big room with no privacy.

OCT-NOV GMWS ARES Dist #6 NET CONTROL SCHEDULE:

The GMWS ARES Net is held Monday evenings starting at 7:30 PM on the 147.045 repeater (+/- 600 kHz, PL=100Hz). Please
check the schedule to see if a given net is for training, or “rag chew.” Note you can also find the complete ARES Net Control
Schedule on the GMWS web site at www.gmws.net., use the ARES link in the “Upcoming Events and
Amateur News” section of the home page.
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GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS SOCIETY MINUTES
8-August-2017 Regular meeting Green Mountain Wireless Society Rutland Police Community Room 108
Wales St.
-Meeting called to order at 19:06 with 14 members present. Pledge of allegiance and introductions around
the room ---Motion to approve minutes as printed in Key Klicks. Moved and seconded, Approved.
Reports: Secretary Report Caid W1CX: Old business. Treasurer Report Rick N1UF: We are solvent. Vice President Report Sam W1IBR: No report. President Report Forest N1BBQ: See new business.
-Maker fair needs coverage we will go over the list from the last meeting. The fair will be at 112 Quality Lane in the
Reddick building. Janet KB1DSR will bring tables and chairs and help set up along with Claudius AB1TA. Caid W1CX will
bring the club banner and a Budipole antenna to set up.
-OctoberFeast: October 10th 6pm. Laurie Kb1QAJ is waiting for a call back from Carrol Pratt.
-Technician class will start January 8th Forest N1BBQ will see if we can use the maker space room for class.
-A motion was made and moved and seconded for $150 to be paid for the use of the repeater building for the upcoming year.
-Frank W1AD talked about moving the repeater calendar announcements before the snow flies.
NEARfest is October 13-14th.
-November Sweeps are the following days: CW November 4-6th and SSB 18-20th
-Meeting adjourned at 19:38
-Respectfully submitted by Caid W1CX, secretary.(ed note these are minutes missing from KK last month)
Meeting Minutes 12 SEPTEMBER-2017 Regular meeting Green Mountain Wireless Society Rutland Police
Community Room 108 Wales St., Rutland VT
-- 10 members present
-- There was a discussion about OctoberFeast and last minute details.
-- NEARfest (OCT 13-14) was also discussed and the possibly of getting a group to go down.
-- Frank, W1AD, talked about some club equipment he has which might be worth trying to sell. Forest, N1BBQ, going meet up
with Frank and get equipment and asking prices figured out. The monies raised will go to the club for repeater upgrades,
other projects and expenses.
Recorded and Respectfully submitted by Forest N1BBQ, Substitute Secretary
(ed note these are the regular minutes for the last meeting)
Cont from pg#3...VT DPS DEMHS RACES INFORMATION -RACES members.

4.Deployment could be
from 3 weeks to 30 days. Or more. Or less. We don’t know. 5. You are not entitled to any job protection. If you go you have to get your boss’s permission. Job boss and spouse. We expect to have
two operators at each station. You can volunteer as “operator only” or “operator with HF equipment”. 6. This will be physically and emotionally draining work. Do not volunteer if you are not sure
you are up to it. 7. If you want to be considered IF we are asked, please send an email to NCCSHARES@DHS.GOV with “PR VOLUNTEER” as the subject.
Ed Note: This email goes on to cover many topics and restrictions, etc., it is too long for this publication so please reply to either: Jason KC1DUX or Ross Merlin above. AB1CH
Becoming an Amateur Radio operator is just the beginning. Many hams who enjoy the hobby
often ask, "How can I get more involved?" Explore how you can get involved with Amateur Radio
and how ARRL can help.

Connect with ARRL
Like us on Facebook, Follow us on Twitter,
Instagram, Subscribe to our YouTube channel, and Add us on Snapchat! Www.Arrl.org.

NOVEMBER SWEEPSTAKES
CW NOV 4-6TH / SSB 18-20TH
DO NOT BE FOOLED INTO THINKING
YOU NEED BIG GUNS OR FANCY EQUIPMENT
TO WIN AT THESE EVENTS!
In 2016, our
very own Steve,
W1SFR claimed
first place in VT
QRP and Gary
W1ECH claimed
third. Both have
very modest
stations
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NEWS FROM:

REMEMBERING SPUTNIK
60 YEARS ON

RF pollution from LED bulbs in
Elektor Magazine
Page last updated on: Saturday, September 30, 2017
Elektor Magazine reports the German Amateur Radio Club
(DARC) has issued a press release identifying domestic LED light
bulbs as a source of electrical interference
The increasing popularity of these light sources has led to a
significant increase in reports of radio traffic disturbance, interruption of radio services and even poor DAB reception. In their
opinion, the electrically noisy LED lamps are a result of a bad
government policy which simply ignores regulations applicable
to EMC and the generation of EMI by electrical equipment.
According to DARC, the recommendations outlined in the regulations governing electromagnetic compatibility have simply
been ignored. The result is that LED lamps currently on sale and
in use generate considerable wideband RF interference.
Read the full article at: https://www.elektormagazine.com/
news/led-rumpus
UKQRM LED Bulb radio interference page : https://
www.ukqrm.org.uk/lighting.php
Follow UKQRM: https://twitter.com/UKQRM

FCC CHIEF TELLS APPLE TO
TURN ON IPHONE'S FM
RADIO CHIP
Page last updated on: Saturday, September 30, 2017

Following the devastation from recent hurricanes, FCC Chairman Ajit Pai says Apple should 'step up to the plate' and put
Americans' safety first. In the wake of three major hurricanes
that have wiped out communications for millions of people over
the past month, Pai issued a statement Thursday urging Apple,
one of the largest makers of cellphones in the US,
to "reconsider its position, given the devastation wrought by
Hurricanes Harvey, Irma, and Maria."
FM radios that are already included in every phone could be
used to access "life-saving information" during disasters, he
said. Read the full article
https://www.cnet.com/news/fcc-chairman-calls-on-apple-toactivate-fm-chips-in-iphones/

A replica of Sputnik 1 satellite

The world’s first satellite, Sputnik 1, was launched on
October 4, 1957, by the then Soviet Union that heralded
it as a national triumph, and started the space race.
Not only was this an important achievement, but an
historical milestone that opened space exploration.
The Russian language Radio magazine for radio amateurs published articles on the proposed telemetry system and the intended downlink frequencies. An English
language version later appeared in the QST magazine of
the ARRL.
The United States also revealed its intent to launch a
satellite during the International Geophysical Year 1957
– but the USSR was first.
When launched it had four external antennas to transmit on 20.005 and 40.002 MHz at about 1 watt heard
throughout the world by radio amateurs including those
in Australia.
Sputnik, a 58 centimetre diameter polished metal
sphere, was seen from Earth as it travelled 29,000 km/h
taking 96.2 minutes for each orbit. It had no stabilisation system.
There were two aluminium casings that bolted together
using a seal to create an air tight housing for two transmitters plus a simple temperature and pressure sensing
system.
Scientists studying it garnered information, like the
density of the upper atmosphere deduced from its drag
on the orbit, and the propagation of its signals that
helped better understand the ionosphere.
At a time the WWV time and frequency standard station near Fort Collins, Colorado USA stopped its night
transmission on 20 MHz to avoid interference with the
telemetry.
The signals continued for 21 days until the life of three
silver-zinc batteries, two for the transmitters and the
other for ventilation, ended 26 October. Sputnik burnt
up and re-entered earth’s atmosphere on 4 January

IOTA NEWS FROM OPDX
HTTP://WWW.SOUTHGATEARC.ORG/IOTA/DARC/INDEX.HTM#.WDGAV2HSZB0

EU-190. (Reminder/New IOTA/Update) Members of the Russian Robinson Club (RRC) will be active as RI1F from
Victoriya Island (EU-190), Franz Josef Land. They are expected to operate until October 7th. This island group has never been activated before. Activity will be on 160-10 meters, including the WARC bands, VHF and UHF. Operations will be on CW, SSB, the Digital modes, EME (dates were announced October 3-7th) and the satellites. They plan to operate from two different sites (one HF
and EME; one VHF/UHF). The complete breakdown can be see on QRZ.com.
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TEN YEARS AGO AT GREEN MOUNTAIN WIRELESS

There were Thanks all around in October 2007 by John Gladding N1HLG-SK for cooperative coverage of the Vermont SUN
Half Triathlon. It rained, hams adapted, hypothermia occurred in some, and minor incidents needed/got attention.
In 2007 GMWS met at the CAP building at the Rutland Southern VT Regional Airport. Now we meet at the Rutland Police
Department. With family in Idaho we hear from Kristin AA1SK and Eric N1SRC and their handling regular daily CAP nets. The
Vermont Wing (Burlington) is occasionally heard and Rutland is silent.
Gary W1ECH, GMWS treasurer then, presented a program about a recent DXpedition to Heard Island in the southern Indian Ocean and all the logistics involved beside Field Day-type operating in most waking hours. This is a volcanic island. It has
an active volcano, Mt. Mawson, with height of 9000 ft (2750 m) and 2 glaciers.
OctoberFeast then as now was the subject of our planning. There were good pictures from both the Fox Hunt (locating
hidden transmitter) and Field Day.
GMWS welcomed Gary Baccei KB1PLG and Sam Pentkowski KB1PLH with their new Tech licenses after completing the
January classes.
Jeff Freeman N1YTY

Bugs - cont from pg #1
duce the device. After a specific time period (17 years at the
time the first bugs were developed; today the period is 20
years.) the patent expires and it belongs to the public. Therefore, the early bug patents had workable drawings that a good
machinist could reproduce and see for himself the essence of
the patent. Presently there are over 7 million US patents, literally the greatest concentration of practical knowledge ever
amassed in human history.
My story is about early bugs but it could have been about patents using the history of the bug as proof of the wisdom of the
patent laws and their authors, the founders of our great nation.
When Franklin and Jefferson thought up the patent system, the
guild system was prevalent. It was a system of secrets and such
secrets were passed from father to son or apprentice. There
was no way for advancement as nothing was published for others to see. Our patents are published for all to see. Every patent
is available online and so I decided that I would look at all of the
bug patents, first to last.
The Autoplex — Martin’s First Bug -- Telegraphy was decades
old when the first bug appeared. It was invented by Horace
Greeley Martin and was called the Autoplex. It employed the
same circuit as a bell or buzzer. An electromagnet pulled in a
spring-loaded clapper. The clapper pulling in would interrupted
the circuit, permitting a spring to return the clapper to its original position, re-establishing the circuit and the cycle would repeat. Instead of ringing a bell the clapper made a sequence of
dots repeating as long as the circuit was connected. Two
patents were issued to Martin (see Figures 1 and 2).

(Ed note. for all figures see-- http://www.arrl.org/images/
gallery/81229 ) Many professional telegraphers who at that
time had worked for years pounding brass had developed glass
arms (carpal tunnel syndrome) and were desperate for a key
that relieved the stress of making dots. The Autoplex did this
job for them but they still had to make the dashes, which was
less laborious. Telegraphers worked long hours sending and
receiving tens of thousands of words without unemployment
insurance, health benefits or social security. One needed his job
even if his arm hurt. I’m sure such workers would have wanted
the Autoplex if they could have managed its overall cost of
ownership. The average salary was $10 per week in 1903 and at
$25, it cost about 2 weeks salary .The employers did not provide the keys or batteries to run them. Martin’s Autoplex was a
commercial success, but although it worked quite well and was
valued by telegraphers, it required batteries. This was no small
problem in 1903 when batteries were expensive, heavy and
cumbersome.
Coffe’s Patent — The First Mechanical Bug -- The Autoplex
patents were published and it became apparent to those interested in commercial keys that if one could be developed that
was totally mechanical and reasonably priced, telegraphers
would rush to buy it. Martin developed such a key but was
beaten to the punch by W. O. Coffe who worked for a competitor, the Mecograph Company. Coffe’s patent was issued first
(see Figures 3A and 3B).
As can be seen in the drawings, an actual pendulum was used
Cont pg # 7 Bugs
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Bugs - cont. from pg #6
to make the dots. Pushing the key arm to the side releases the
pendulum, allowing it to strike the contact repeatedly. Releasing the arm allows the spring to hold the pendulum back in the
neutral position (see Figure 4). A very clever idea that must
have caused Martin’s hair to stand on end.
Vibroplex and Mecograph Duke It Out -- Martin was not to be
deterred and his next patent was the familiar and beloved
Vibroplex. Coffe could have sparked Martin’s idea, but some say
Martin had his idea before Coffe’s patent was issued. I like to
think this is a classic example of what the founding fathers had
in mind. One idea would lead to a better idea and our nation
would prosper. Little did they dream of the magnitude and success of their patent system. Martin as we know placed the pendulum within the key lever, simplifying the apparatus and thus
reducing its cost to about 1 week’s salary (see Figures 5
Mecograph was owned by Bellows who upon seeing the success of the Vibroplex, built on Martin’s idea but employed the
release mechanism of Coffe’s patent and received a patent on a
new bug (see Figure 6).
Albright, who owned Vibroplex, and Bellows entered into a
patent infringement lawsuit that didn’t prevent either from continuing to manufacture or market their bugs. So now, Vibroplex
and Mecograph duked it out in the marketplace. Vibroplex
proved the more successful marketer and won this contest. Bellows died suddenly and Albright, apparently a very smart businessman, bought Mecograph from Bellows’ widow. Vibroplex
absorbed Mecograph and the Mecograph keys went extinct.
Albright defended his patents against all comers but eventually
he licensed others and collected fees. I believe he knew the
Vibroplex was the best and as we used to say a “Cadillac” of
bugs that would out-sell all others. When the patents expired,
many other bug manufacturers came on the scene, but that’s
another story.
Homebrewed Bugs -- Were the Mecograph bugs any good? Did
Albright buy the company because they were effective bugs or
just to clear the marketplace of an annoying competitor, or for
both reasons? Did he pay a good price for the firm and its patents or did he get it so cheap that it was a no brainer to acquire
it? There is only one way to answer some of these questions.
Since I did not own any Mecograph bugs and they are rare as
hound’s teeth, I decided to make my own versions. I used the
original patents as guides and tried my best to be faithful to the
mechanism even if my esthetics were not exact. I think I did a
very reasonable job as you can judge from Figures 7 and 8.
Coffe was the first man to receive a patent for a mechanical
bug and I’m certain his bug worked better than mine because I
probably made some minor construction mistakes. I’m also concerned that the weight on the pendulum is very critical and my
adjustments may be off, but I believe that the Bellows’ patent

using Coffe’s release mechanism with Martin’s internal pendulum (spring) worked as well as Martin’s Vibroplex.
My version is fun to use and in my opinion even today would
be a competitor to the Vibroplex. Without Coffe’s patent Bellows could not have gotten around the Martin patent. In use,
the Vibroplex type is easier to adjust and makes heavier dots —
key advantages. I believe that Vibroplex bought out Mecograph
when they had the chance because they were serious competitors. Now Vibroplex had all of the “key” patents and a clear field
to dominate the market for semiautomatic keys for years to
come. With a clear path before him, Martin went on to invent
improved versions of the Vibroplex that delight aficionados
even to this day. See Figures 9 and 10 for my versions of Martin’s Vibroplex and Wirechief bugs.
All photos by Bob Login, AA8A, except as noted. (for all figures
see: http://www.arrl.org/images/gallery/81229 )
About Bob AA8A -- Bob Login, AA8A, an ARRL member, was first
licensed in 1956 as KN2VQM and received his present call after
upgrading to Extra in 1977. He enjoys homebrewing and restoring vintage ham gear. He has written articles concerning his
projects for QST and Electric Radio magazines. Bob is a retired
organic chemist and holds 156 US patents granted over his career. You can contact him at 1416 Tanager Trail, St Marys, GA
31558.

A well used Mecograph bug from the ARRL Collection. The cylinder
on the left is the pendulum weight and the paddle is on the right.
Pressing the paddle to the left moves the pointed brake forward
allowing the pendulum to oscillate, producing dots. (S. Sant Andrea,
AG1YK Photo)
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--OctoberFeast: October 10th 6-PM gather; meal at 6:30-PM.
--NEARfest is October 13-14th
--November Sweeps: CW November 4-6th and SSB 18-20th
--Technician class will start January 8th

Thanks to all our contributors and helpers this month:
Frank W1AD; Caid W1CX; Forest N1BBQ; Wayne KB1FDW;
Rich WB2RUM; Robert B. Login, AA8A ; Steve

FOR SALE:
Ten-Tec Mini-D HF Transceiver w/mic &
252-MO Power Supply
$350
-Heathkit SB-230 Amplifier
$450
-MFJ 989-C Antenna Tuner
$100
-Icom IC-745 (not working) w/mic & Power Supply $100
-Vibroflex Speedkey Paddles
$50
-MFJ-492 Memory Keyer
$50
-MFJ-3925 Earphones
$25
-2 Meter Base Radio
$50
-Dragon FC-6 Freq Counter
$50
-80 FT Hand Crank Up Tower with tilt base. Nice cond. $350
-Osley 7A33 Three Element, Tri-band 10-15-20 Trap Master
Beam Antenna with Rotor
$300
Ken Maltese KB1JOF 802-773-5432

MARK YOUR CALENDAR ~NETS:
EVERY MONDAY:
GMWS/ARES NET, 147.045, 7:30 PM
GMWS/W1AD 10M NET 28.333 8PM(BANDS PERMITTING
EVERY DAY:
VERMONT PHONE TRAFFIC NET, 3857 MHZ, 7:30 PM
VT/NH TRAFFIC NET, 3539, 7:00 PM
NEW ENGLAND PHONE NET, 3955 6:30 AM
EVERY SUNDAY:
VERMONT PHONE EMERGENCY NET, 3976, 8:00 AM
ACARA ROUNDTABLE 147.36 (100 HZ) 8:00 PM
(ALL TIMES ARE LOCAL)
UPCOMING VE SESSIONS:
BURLINGTON AREA VE RALPH KD1R 802-878-6454
GMWS MAR/2018 RC, RUTLAND VT
NEXT REGULAR GMWS MEETINGS
--TUESDAY 10 OCT -OCTOBERFEAST @ ROTARY BLD
MAIN ST, WALLINGFORD VT
October 2017
7-8 EME - 50 to 1296 MHz
16-20 School Club Roundup

November 2017
4-5 EME - 50 to 1296 MHz
4-6 Nov. Sweepstakes – CW
18-20 Nov. Sweepstakes –
Phone

PO BOX 84
Rutland VT 05702
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